Abstract-We address the problem of mesh reconstruction from live RGB-D video, assuming a calibrated camera and poses provided externally (e.g., by a SLAM system). In contrast to most existing approaches, we do not fuse depth measurements in a volume but in a dense surfel cloud. We asynchronously (re)triangulate the smoothed surfels to reconstruct a surface mesh. This novel approach enables to maintain a dense surface representation of the scene during SLAM which can quickly adapt to loop closures. This is possible by deforming the surfel cloud and asynchronously remeshing the surface where necessary. The surfel-based representation also naturally supports strongly varying scan resolution. In particular, it reconstructs colors at the input camera's resolution. Moreover, in contrast to many volumetric approaches, ours can reconstruct thin objects since objects do not need to enclose a volume. We demonstrate our approach in a number of experiments, showing that it produces reconstructions that are competitive with the state-of-the-art, and we discuss its advantages and limitations. The algorithm (excluding loop closure functionality) is available as open source at https://github.com/puzzlepaint/surfelmeshing.
INTRODUCTION
T HE availability of fast programmable GPUs has enabled handling the massive amount of RGB-D data generated by depth sensors such as the Kinect and stereo algorithms in real-time. This has led to dense Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) systems [1] , [2] , online 3D scene perception approaches [3] , [4] , and applications such as Augmented Reality [5] , [6] building on top of SLAM and dense mapping.
A central question in the context of SLAM and online dense mapping is the choice of scene representation. On the one side, applications such as collision detection in physics simulations [7] , occlusion handling in AR applications [5] , [8] , and path planning for autonomous navigation [9] , [10] , [11] benefit from continuous surface representations, e.g., meshes. On the other side, scene representations need to be flexible to handle spatial deformations caused by loop closure events in SLAM. It is important that they can be updated efficiently if new data becomes available to allow for real-time processing. Ideally, a scene representation should also be adaptive in terms of resolution. That is, it should be able to model both large structures and small or thin objects without too much memory overhead.
The predominant scene representation for RGB-D SLAM and real-time dense 3D reconstruction is voxel-based [12] . Each voxel in the volume stores the truncated signed distance to the closest surface, which can be updated very efficiently in parallel. A continuous surface representation in the form of a mesh can then be extracted from this volume with the Marching Cubes algorithm [13] . However, volumebased methods are not very flexible and handling loop closures during online operation is expensive since accurate compensation can imply changing the whole volume. At the same time, the resolution of the voxel volume is often fixed in practice for efficiency reasons [2] , [14] , [15] , limiting the adaptiveness of the representation (c.f . Fig. 2, left) . In addition, thin objects cannot be reconstructed if they are small or thin with respect to the voxel size.
Another popular approach is to represent the scene with a set of points or surfels [16] , [17] , i.e., oriented discs (c.f . Fig. 2 , middle right). The points or surfels are optimized during SLAM. This scene representation is flexible and coordinates can be updated very efficiently. It is also highly adaptive as measurements at a higher resolution lead to denser point resp. surfel clouds, and it easily handles thin objects. The main drawback of this representation is its discrete nature, which can be resolved by meshing. However, global methods such as Delaunay triangulation [18] , [19] , [20] or Poisson reconstruction [21] are too computationally expensive to run in real-time on the dense point clouds generated by RGB-D sensors. In contrast, efficient local meshing methods [22] , [23] are very sensitive to noise, leading to both noisy surface reconstructions and holes in the meshes.
In this paper, we show that online meshing of reconstructed dense surfel clouds is possible through denoising and adaptive remeshing (c.f . Fig. 1 ). Our algorithm is a novel combination of surfel reconstruction [17] , [24] (Sec. 3.1) with a fast point set triangulation method [22] , [23] (Sec. 3.3). The key step for enabling local triangulation is a novel surfel denoising scheme (Sec. 3.2) to handle the noisy input data (c.f . Fig. 7 ). For efficiency, flexibility, and adaptability, we introduce a remeshing algorithm (Sec. 3.4) that recomputes the mesh locally if required. In contrast to volume-based methods, our approach easily adapts to loop closures and leads to higher resolution models (c.f . Fig. 2 ) while automatically handling thin objects (c.f . Fig. 14) . In contrast to point resp. surfel cloud-based approaches, our method reconstructs high-resolution meshes during online operation. To the best of our knowledge, our is the first approach to provide a continuous surface reconstruction while being flexible, adaptive, and efficient to update.
RELATED WORK
This section discusses related work in the area of online triangle mesh reconstruction. We focus on methods that create consistent scene models. We exclude offline methods as the focus of our work is on (real-time) online operation.
Voxel volume-based methods build on truncated signed distance function (TSDF) fusion [12] . Popularized by KinectFusion [1] , many following works focused on scaling this approach to larger scenes [25] , [26] , adding multi-resolution capability [27] , [28] , or improving efficiency [29] , [30] . Mesh extraction typically runs at a lower frame rate compared to TSDF fusion. In contrast to our method, these works do not handle loop closures during reconstruction.
Kintinuous [2] uses a volume that moves with the camera. Scene parts leaving this volume are triangulated [23] , and loops are closed by deforming the mesh. Compared to our method, [2] does not merge meshes after loop closures, resulting in multiple (potentially inconsistent) meshes per surface. Kähler et al. [14] use many small subvolumes that move independently to handle loop closures, combining overlapping subvolumes by weighted averaging during rendering. Yet, subvolumes are only aligned rigidly, which can lead to inconsistencies. BundleFusion [15] addresses loop closures by de-and re-integrating old RGB-D frames when they move, enabling it to correct all drift. It is computationally expensive, requiring two GPUs for real-time operation, and does not scale well as it has to keep all frames in memory. Using keyframes reduces the computational demand [31] , [32] . However, data can be lost if it cannot be integrated into a keyframe and the reconstruction quality can degrade if data is fused with keyframes early. Our method is more efficient than [15] while still using all the data. In addition, it handles varying scan resolution naturally and can reconstruct thin objects.
Delaunay tetrahedralization of a point cloud is a way to discretize 3D space. Tetrahedra can be classified as 'inside' or 'outside' of objects and the surface can be extracted as the interface between these classes. [18] uses this approach while being able to incrementally add points to the model.
InfiniTAM [29] FastFusion [27] ElasticFusion [17] Ours Fig. 2 . Left to right: voxel-based meshes by InfiniTAM [29] and FastFusion [27] (each with default voxel size settings), surfel splat rendering by ElasticFusion [17] , our surfel-based mesh. The same camera trajectory is used with all approaches. Notice the sharper colors produced by our method.
[19], [20] extend [18] to also allow for moving existing points. For performance reasons, these methods are typically only applied to sparse (SLAM) point clouds. Only [20] runs in real-time in this setting. In contrast to our method, these methods thus cannot handle dense surfel clouds in real-time.
Surfel-based methods represent the scene as a set of surfels [16] . MRSMap [33] stores multi-resolution surfel maps in octrees. It handles loop closures via pose graph optimization and generates a consistent map only afterwards. Weise et al.
[34] present a system for scanning small objects. Loop closures are handled in real-time by deforming the surfel cloud using a sparse deformation graph. Another line of work [24] , [35] , [36] addresses high-quality surfel-based tracking and mapping, but does not address the loop closure problem. ElasticFusion [17] extends [24] with real-time loop closure handling similar to [34] . Gao and Tedrake [37] present a surfel-based approach for reconstructing dynamic objects, but note the lack of real-time mesh reconstruction as a drawback. Yan et al. [38] propose a probabilistic surfel map representation for SLAM. They reconstruct a mesh from deformed keyframe depth maps as a post-processing step. Each depth map is handled independently, potentially resulting in multiple meshes per surface. In contrast to these previous works, our approach is able to construct meshes during online operation.
Meshing approaches. 
SURFEL-BASED MESH RECONSTRUCTION
The input to our algorithm is an RGB-D video stream from a calibrated camera and camera poses provided by a SLAM system such as [17] . Our algorithm consists of four main parts (c.f . Fig. 3 ): surfel reconstruction (adapted from [17] , [24] ), surfel denoising (new contribution), meshing (adapted from [22] , [23] ), and remeshing (new contribution). Surfel reconstruction and denoising reconstruct a surfel cloud at the frame rate of the video input. Meshing and remeshing create and maintain a triangulation of this surfel cloud. These components run asynchronously in the background (similar to asynchronous mesh extraction in volume-based methods [30] ). The output is a mesh whose vertices correspond to the surfels (updated at frame rate) and whose topology is determined by the triangulation (updated at a lower rate). We describe each component in detail below.
Surfel Reconstruction
Our algorithm triangulates a surfel cloud. To reconstruct this cloud, we slightly adapt [17] , [24] . The following outlines the relevant parts of this approach including our modifications. Sec. 3.2 presents our extensions for surfel denoising.
From the input stream of RGB-D images, we construct and maintain an unordered set of surfels covering the visible surfaces. Once a new frame becomes available, a data association step decides for each new depth measurement, i.e., each pixel having a depth value, whether it creates a new surfel or is used to refine existing surfels. In the event of a loop closure, the surfel cloud is deformed to align matching surface parts.
Surfel representation.
Each surfel s comprises a 3D position p s , a normal n s , an RGB color c s , a confidence score σ s , a radius r s used for neighbor search, a creation timestamp t s,0 , and a latest update timestamp t s .
Data association. Similar to [24] , we project the surfels into each new RGB-D image to determine which depth measurements should be associated with existing surfels. [24] creates a super-sampled index map rendering of all surfels, which is however still limited in resolution. We improve upon this by always taking surfel indices directly from the result of the projection computation, thus avoiding to store surfel indices in a map with limited space. The projection is repeated in each step where these indices are required.
For data association, each surfel is tested against the pixel it projects to, as well as the neighboring pixel that is closest to the projected sub-pixel position, and can potentially be associated to both. We use a simple model of the measurement uncertainty which defines the uncertainty range of a measurement with depth z as the depth interval [(1−γ)z, (1+γ)z], with γ = 0.05. Both the sensor depth uncertainty and small pose uncertainties should be accounted for here. We found that this simple model worked well in the scenarios tested, however, more sophisticated models (which ideally tightly model the uncertainty of poses and 3D structure estimated by the underlying SLAM system) could be easily substituted.
Based on this model, we classify each surfel to be either conflicting with a depth measurement it projects to, to be occluded by it, or supported by it. A surfel conflicts with the measurement if it projects in front of the measurement uncertainty range, thus violating the constraint that the space between the measurement and the camera must be free. A surfel is occluded by the measurement if it is not conflicting, and either projects behind the uncertainty depth range, or its normal points away from the camera or differs too strongly from the measurement normal. The remaining surfels are supported by the measurement.
Measurement integration.
As in [24] , we create a new surfel for each pixel not associated with any conflicting or supported surfel: We initialize the surfel position p s to the un-projected position of the pixel and estimate its normal n s via finite differences in the depth image. The pixel color is used as the surfel color c s , the confidence σ s is set to 1, and both timestamps are set to the current timestamp. In our method, the surfel radius r s represents the expected maximum distance to neighboring surfels on the same surface. That is, r s is the maximum distance of the surfel to all surfels it should later be connected to during meshing. For a depth measurement at pixel (x, y), we compute r s as
where p(x, y) is the 3D point corresponding to pixel (x, y). Intuitively, we chose the radius r s to contain the direct neighbors in image space, providing us with an estimate how far away neighboring surfels can be in 3D space. To avoid noisy radii, we only use pixels for which all neighbors in the 8-neighborhood have valid depth measurements. Differing from [24] , we integrate a depth measurement into all surfels that are supported by it to obtain an assmooth-as-possible reconstruction. Integration of a measurement into a surfel is performed as in [24] 
(2)
The weight w is computed as 1 |Sm| , with S m being the set of all surfels supported by the measurement. We clamp the surfel confidence at a low maximum value σ max = 5 such that the weight of new measurements stays high. This allows existing surfaces and new surfels within them to quickly converge to similar attribute values. If computing Eq. 1 on the current image leads to a smaller radius, we update the radius r s to this smaller value. Nearby surfels having very similar attributes are merged as in [24] .
We decrease the confidence of conflicting surfels by one. Once the confidence of a conflicting surfel reaches zero, it is replaced with the new measurement it conflicts with, as described above for the creation of new surfels.
Loop closure handling. We use the loop closure handling procedure from [17] : We use an active window and only consider active surfels whose last update timestamp t s is not too old for data assignment and integration. In the event of a loop closure, the surfel cloud is deformed based on the surfel timestamps and a new position and normal is computed for each surfel. Surfels outside the active window that are consistent with active surfels after the loop closure are re-activated. We refer to [17] for details. Regarding meshing, surfel movements due to loop closures are handled exactly like surfel movements due to integrating new measurements, with the exception of a small performance optimization mentioned in Sec. 3.4.
Surfel Denoising
There are various sources of noise such as depth camera noise, camera calibration, and pose inaccuracies. Thus, independently reconstructed surfels are usually noisy, despite the averaging used in measurement integration. This in particular applies to new surfels, causing problems as triangulation is sensitive to noise. We thus introduce a regularization step. Furthermore, discontinuities are likely to arise at the boundaries of the integrated depth images. We address them with a blending step. This section presents these two contributions.
Regularization. We extend the surfel structure with a denoised positionp s (initialized to p s ), indices N s of four neighboring surfels, and temporary storage for accumulating cost gradients. Our proposed regularization works across transitive neighbors: each surfel's denoised position depends on the denoised positions of its neighbors, which again depend on the neighbors' neighbors, and so on. Thus, we do not require N s to contain the closest neighbors. This enables us to use a simple neighborhood selection scheme suitable for GPU processing: During data association (Sec. 3.1), we create an index image which for each pixel references one random supported surfel (to keep computation time low). Due to the transitivity, this random choice is not significant. Afterwards, for each active supported surfel s, we examine the 4-neighborhood of the pixel it projects to. We update N s to contain the up to four closest neighbors from both the surfel's existing neighbors N s and the supported surfels assigned to the pixels in the 4-neighborhood. Neighbors farther away from p s than 2 · r s are not considered.
Our denoising approach then optimizes a cost C, which contains a residual for each surfel s in the surfel cloud S:
The cost consists of a data term r data and regularizer r reg .
We use a weighting factor w reg to weigh the two terms. It depends on the amount of noise caused by uncertainties in the camera measurements and calibration, pose estimates, etc., and we empirically set it to 10 to prioritize smoothness. The data term keeps the denoised surfel positionp s close to the position p s where it was measured:
The regularizer moves the surfel close to its neighbors N s , measured along the surfel's normal direction n s :
Notice that this formulation is different from basic Laplacian smoothing in that it applies a clearly defined smoothing strength (controlled by w reg ) to the surfels upon convergence, and it also takes the surfel normals into account. After each iteration of surfel reconstruction, we run one iteration of gradient descent to minimize the cost C. We choose the descent step length individually for each surfel s as follows, which is empirically normalized to a relative length of 0.5 to obtain good convergence:
This step size normalizes the surfel's gradient length by the total residual weight it receives. The data term contributes weight 1, the regularization term contributes weight w reg , and the third term in the sum arises from the surfel acting as a neighbor n in the regularization term of other surfels.
For performance reasons, we use an active window for denoising: We only update surfels whose latest update timestamp is within the last 30 frames. Other surfels usually do not move significantly anymore since they have been unobserved for a while and thus the optimization has nearly converged.
After an optimization iteration, we update the vertices of the output mesh by assigning the new surfel positions to them. For surfels replaced by a conflicting measurement since the last triangulation iteration, we remove all incident triangles until the next triangulation update to avoid artifacts.
We also use the surfel neighbors for smoother deformations on loop closures: Instead of directly adding the computed position offset δp s top s and p s , we first average it among the neighbors for 100 iterations (chosen to be large while not causing a too strong performance hit): δp s := 1 |Ns| n∈Ns δp n . This yields more consistent offsets among neighbors, thus existing surfaces are less likely to rip apart.
Observation boundary blending. Boundaries between the observed and currently unobserved parts of the scene are likely to cause surface discontinuities. The observed parts will be updated to match any depth bias which is currently present (e.g. due to drift) while the unobserved parts remain constant (c.f . Fig. 4 (a) -(c) ). This is a general issue arising from noisy input and affects all 3D scene representations: For volume-based methods it creates step artifacts in the reconstructed surface. For surfel-based methods, it additionally creates holes in the reconstruction. Thus, we address this to reduce undesirable hole artifacts: We hallucinate a smooth transition from the measured depth to the surfel depth at observation boundaries (determined from the data association result from Sec. 3.1). This is similar to reducing the integration weight at boundaries, but in contrast to that avoids drift if the biased observations occur over many frames (c.f . Fig. 4 
(d) -(f) for an illustration).
The exact procedure for boundary blending is specified in Alg. 1. This image-based algorithm first detects observation boundaries in the depth image by finding pixels which both have a depth measurement and an associated supported surfel, as well as at least one neighbor pixel which lacks at least one of these. These pixels are used as seed pixels: The difference between the measurement depth and the supported surfel depth at these pixels is computed and dilated to suitable neighbor pixels (which are on the side of the boundary that will be corrected) for a number of iterations. Each pixel which receives a propagated depth difference is then updated: We hallucinate a change to the pixel's depth to reduce the depth difference, while linearly decreasing this effect the farther a pixel is away from the observation boundary.
Meshing
We require a very fast, scale-independent (re)meshing algorithm to maintain a triangulation of millions of surfels during reconstruction. For meshing, we adapt [22] , [23] with minor modifications. We briefly present this approach with our modifications here.
Spatial access. The meshing algorithm needs to quickly and accurately find all other surfels within a surfel's radius. # For all pixels with depth and surfel(s) ...
9:
for all pixels p with D(p) = 0 and SD(p) = 0 do 10:
for all pixels q in p's 8-neighborhood do 12: # At boundary of measurement area? # For all pixels with depth ... 22: for all pixels p with D(p) = 0 do 23: # Propagate among pixels with surfel(s)? 24: if SD(p) = 0 and I d (p) = −1 then 25:
# Propagate among pixels without surfels? for all pixels q in p's 8-neighborhood do 33: if I(q) = i − 1 then sum += δ(q); count += 1 34: # Apply the (weighted) averaged delta? 35: if count > 0 then 36 :
Thus, a spatial access structure is needed. For our algorithm, this structure must also efficiently adapt to moved surfels. In contrast to [22] , [23] , which assume that the 3D surfel positions are static, we thus use a compressed octree [43] which we update lazily: A moved surfel is only propagated up in the tree to the first node which contains its new position. We only propagate the surfel downwards when a search traverses that node, creating new nodes if required. Propagation stops if a leaf node or a node not traversed by the search is reached. The octree provides scale-independence with an asymptotic search time of O(n). While this worstcase hardly occurs in practice, voxel hashing [26] might be a faster alternative if the scan resolution is fixed and known.
Triangulation. Similar to [22] , each surfel is assigned a triangulation state: free if the surfel has no incident triangles, front (which corresponds to fringe and boundary in [22] ) if it lies on the current boundary of the mesh, or completed if it lies within the mesh. All new surfels are initially marked free. The algorithm then greedily iterates over all new surfels and all free and front surfels which moved since the last triangulation iteration. We also iterate over all surfels queued for (re)meshing (c.f . Sec. 3.4). For each such surfel, its neighborhood is locally triangulated. For the current surfel s in this loop, the algorithm from [22] first finds all neighboring surfels as candidates for triangulation. In our implementation, we use the surfel's radius r s as search radius (c.f . Fig. 5(a) ). r s is defined as a scaled 3D distance to the surfels that are neighbors to s under the highest resolution under which s was observed (c.f . Eq. 1). Thus, surfels farther away than r s can be ignored safely. Furthermore, if s is on the mesh boundary and its boundary neighbors are further away than r s , we extend the search radius as necessary to include those neighbors, up to 2 · r s . This helps in meshing surfaces observed under slanted angles without having to resample these surfaces as done in [23] . If this limit is exceeded, triangulation for this surfel is aborted.
All neighbor surfels are projected onto the tangent plane defined by the surfel's normal n s (c.f . Fig. 5(a,b) ). Neighboring surfels which are invisible from s as seen in this 2D projection (c.f . [22] for details and Fig. 5(b,d) for an illustration), or whose normal differs too much from n s , are discarded. If s is free, the algorithm from [23] first attempts to create an initial triangle with s as one of its vertices (c.f . Fig. 5(c) ). The remaining visible neighbors are sorted according to their angle to s in the 2D projection (c.f . Fig. 5(d) ). Spaces between adjacent neighbors are classified as gap resp. narrow if the angle between them is considered too large resp. small for triangulation (c.f . Fig. 5(e) ). Unless this leads to holes, neighbors which would form narrow triangles are discarded to avoid degenerate triangles [22] . The exact thresholds are not critical to our algorithm. We remove the gap' classification where this closes a hole in the mesh. Finally, new triangles are added to fill the space between s and the remaining neighbors, excluding gaps (c.f . Fig. 5(f) ). After a meshing iteration finishes, we update the triangle indices of our mesh to the new triangulation.
Remeshing
Remeshing is performed on the existing mesh (with vertex positions updated from the current surfel positions) before each meshing iteration. Fig. 6 shows an overview: We identify invalid triangles and re-create the surface locally there. The basic idea behind our remeshing approach is to use the algorithm from Sec. 3.3 to also update the 3D mesh. Thus, our definition of invalid triangles is based on the criteria used to generate triangles.
We define a triangle to be invalid if it is impossible for the meshing algorithm to create it given the current surfel cloud. A triangle can become invalid when, due to new input, surfels move or new surfels are created. However, most triangles usually stay valid if the surfels do not move too much. We derive the following criteria to identify valid triangles from the algorithm from Sec. 3.3: 1) For a valid triangle, at least one of its vertex surfels (named s in the following) contains all triangle vertices in its neighbor search radius and has a similar normal to them (otherwise the triangle vertices could not be found during neighbor search).
2) The triangle normal must be within 90
• of surfel s' normal n s (otherwise the triangle would be upside down in s' tangent plane). 3) In s' tangent plane, no other neighbor surfel projects into the triangle and the triangle does not intersect another triangle (otherwise vertex visibility would prevent the triangle's creation).
Since gaps can be filled for hole closing and some narrow triangles cannot be removed, these are not criteria for invalid triangles. For efficiency reasons, we modify the criteria as follows: a) We allow triangles to become 1.5 times longer than the maximum extended neighbor search radius in order to allow for more surfel movement before remeshing. b) We do not fully test for criterion 3) to avoid performing many (slow) spatial searches. As a frequent special case of this criterion, we address the case of newly created surfels next to existing triangles: we find all existing surfels within the neighbor search radius of new surfels and delete all triangles connected to them. However, we do not test for conflicts arising for existing surfels or triangles. We found that this test is not strictly required, as affected regions typically are remeshed anyways due to violating other criteria.
In our remeshing algorithm, we test all triangles whose vertices have moved since the last test (excluding inactive surfels moved by loop closures, which we only consider once they are active again to improve performance). We delete detected invalid triangles, and also all other triangles connected to surfels within the neighbor search radii of their corner surfels (c.f . Fig. 6(b) ). All affected surfels are scheduled for meshing in the following meshing iteration, i.e., the meshing algorithm in Sec. 3.3 also fills the holes created by this step. This is possible since the remaining mesh can be used as initial state for meshing, and new triangles are added at mesh boundaries such as holes.
EVALUATION
We implemented surfel reconstruction and denoising on a GPU using CUDA 8.0. Meshing and remeshing run in parallel on the CPU. When a meshing iteration is expected to finish (based on the previous iteration's duration), we transfer the current surfel cloud from the GPU to the CPU. We tested our method on a PC with an Intel Core i7 6700K and an MSI Geforce GTX 1080 Gaming X 8G. Camera poses and loop closures are computed via a state-of-the-art SLAM system [17] . We mainly evaluate our approach on the TUM RGB-D benchmark [44] and the ICL-NUIM dataset [45] , but also use the pre-registered version of the CoRBS dataset [46] . Note that due to the nature of the topic, our approach is best seen in motion in the supplementary video (available at https://youtu.be/ouspbzHk5L0).
Depth image preprocessing.
We drop pixels with a depth larger than 3m since they tend to be very noisy [17] . We run a bilateral filter with depth-dependent σ z parameter (σ xy = 3px, σ z = 0.05 · z) on the images to mitigate quantization. We filter outliers by projecting each pixel into the 4 previous and 4 following frames, only keeping pixels that project to valid depth measurements within 2% of the projected depth in all these frames. We remove all depth pixels within 2px of missing depth measurements to reduce the impact of foreground fattening. We compute normals via finite differences. Pixels whose normal differs by more than 85
• from the direction to the camera are dropped.
Ablation Study
The impact of denoising. In a first experiment, we show that the two denoising / smoothing steps (regularization and boundary blending) introduced in Sec. 3.2 are necessary when meshing surfel point clouds. Fig . 7 shows that both proposed smoothing steps contribute to a hole-free mesh. In this example, both steps are required to get a closed surface. We also compare our smoothing against standard Laplacian smoothing. Laplacian smoothing is defined by the update equation p s := p s + λ/|N s | n∈Ns (p n − p s ). Notice that Laplacian smoothing does not contain a data term and is thus prone to shrinking surfaces towards the mean of all data points. We use the same vertex neighbor set for N s which we use for our regularization approach, and choose λ = 1. Fig. 8 shows that in contrast to standard Laplacian smoothing, our approach avoids object shrinkage and does not over-smooth when many iterations are applied. Furthermore, only our blending step is able to remove a scanning boundary artefact.
As a quantitative experiment, Tab. 1 evaluates a number of mesh quality metrics with and without our denoising steps on the reconstructions of three datasets. Both denoising steps consistently yield smoother surfaces on these datasets when enabled. In addition, they reduce the number of free and boundary surfels, indicating less noise and holes. Furthermore, meshes are manifold in more places and there are fewer self-intersections. This clearly shows that our proposed denoising stages lead to better surface reconstructions.
The impact of remeshing. Remeshing is required for updating existing surfaces. To be more effective than meshing from scratch, it must be faster while providing comparable results. We show the latter by comparing the mesh quality of the reconstructions generated by our proposed approach with remeshing (lines with "remesh" in Tab. 1) with an approach that meshes the final surfel clouds from scratch (lines without "remesh" in Tab. 1). Most metrics are similar, with the meshing from scratch yielding results that are manifold in slightly more places and that have slightly less selfintersections. The latter is to be expected, since we do not and without regularization (reg), blending (bld), and incremental remeshing (remesh) ) and of volume-based methods. We evaluate the amount of unreferenced vertices (free), the amount of vertices on a mesh boundary (bdry), the average minimum triangle angle (angle), the amount of vertices having a locally manifold (boundary or non-boundary) triangle neighborhood with consistent orientation (manif), the amount of triangles having a self-intersection with the mesh (intsc), and the mean curvature (crv) in Out of all smoothing methods, only boundary blending is able to remove the horizontal scanning artefact caused by small pose errors (marked in red in the top left image). Laplacian smoothing shrinks the object and continues to smooth it with every iteration, while ours converges to a good solution due to our data term.
test for this in the remeshing algorithm. Notice that in our implementation of [22] , [23] , we favor completeness over manifoldness. Still, the overall differences between remeshing and meshing from scratch are very small. Meshing the surfel cloud from scratch is much slower than our partial remeshing, as shown in Fig. 9 . For example, meshing the final surfel cloud in this example from scratch takes about 5.6 seconds. Fig. 9 also shows that the remeshing time of the volumetric FastFusion approach from [27] (purple line) is similar to ours. Overall, our experiments clearly demonstrate that our online remeshing approach achieves comparable results as performing meshing from scratch at faster run-times and better scalability, since the performance mostly depends on the region affected by remeshing instead of the size of the whole reconstruction.
Comparison with the State-of-the-Art
Mesh quality. Tab. 1 also compares the mesh quality of our approach with two volume-based approaches, InfiniTAM [29] and FastFusion [27] . We use source code provided by the authors for comparison. Both approaches use the Marching Cubes algorithm [13] for obtaining a triangle mesh from their volumetric representations. We merge vertices having the same position before evaluation. By design, Marching Cubes produces clean meshes wrt. unreferenced vertices, manifoldness and self-intersections (the meshing of [27] seems to be affected by bugs though). However, judging by the minimum triangle angles, our method creates triangles of comparable quality. Our approach creates less boundary vertices and our meshes exhibit a significantly lower curvature, indicating smoother reconstructions. At the same time, our approach is flexible enough to adapt to loop closure events (see also the supplementary video), which cannot be handled by [27] , [29] .
Accuracy and completeness. We compare our reconstructions to other state-of-the-art methods in a quantitative evaluation. For this experiment, we use the living room sequences of the synthetic ICL-NUIM dataset [45] , which provides depth maps with simulated noise.
We first compare against ElasticFusion [17] to show that we improve upon it. The kt0 and kt2 sequences trigger loop closures. We leave out kt3 since the open source code of [17] failed to estimate a reasonable trajectory. We align the reconstructions to the ground truth model with point-toplane ICP. We compute accuracy and completeness as the amount of reconstruction resp. ground truth points which are closer to the ground truth resp. reconstruction than an evaluation threshold [47] , [48] . We also evaluate mean curvature as a measure of smoothness. Results are given [7] [27] Fig. 9 . Performance of our incremental meshing (sum of synchronization, remeshing and meshing times per frame) on the dataset from Fig. 1 compared to: 1) Batch-meshing the surfel reconstruction at each frame from scratch, and 2) [27] 's meshing performance. [29] and [27] . Since [29] and [27] cannot handle loop closures, there are no results for these cases. Fig. 11 . Cut through surfaces from ElasticFusion (top left) and [36] (bottom left) compared to corresponding surfels in our approach (right). Our method generates smoother surfaces due to our denoising steps (Sec. 3.2).
in Tab. 2 (left) for an evaluation threshold of 1cm, and are plotted for different thresholds in Fig. 10 . ElasticFusion uses more aggressive outlier filtering and thus gives partly more accurate but always less complete results than ours. The plots show that this does not depend on the choice of evaluation threshold. Our results are always smoother than ElasicFusion's due to our denoising. This is also shown qualitatively in Fig. 11 . Next, we compare to the voxel-based methods [27] and InfiniTAM [29] . Comparing against methods that handle loop closures, e.g., [14] , is difficult without including the respective SLAM systems in the comparison. For this experiment, we therefore use the ground truth trajectories and disable loop closure handling for all methods. Results are given in Tab. 2 (right) and plotted in Fig. 10 . While the voxelbased methods can rely on the TSDF for outlier filtering and obtain more complete results, ours achieves higher accuracy almost throughout. The plots show that these results are again mostly constant for varying the evaluation threshold within a reasonable range. Furthermore, ours has several advantages due to not using a volume (c.f . Sec. 4.3).
Qualitative Results
We perform qualitative experiments on real datasets, mainly using datasets from [44] captured with Kinect v1 cameras. In addition to Fig. 1 , Fig. 12 qualitatively shows reconstructions for different scenes, with statistics of the datasets and reconstructions. All estimated camera trajectories for these datasets include loop closures.
Adaptivity to varying scan resolution. Since surfels are created to match the input image resolution, our approach reconstructs the scene's colors at this resolution without texture mapping. This is illustrated by Fig. 13 (left), which shows the mesh being refined as the camera moves closer. Voxel-based methods require a very high volume resolution to match this capability. Thus, they typically reconstruct blurrier texture, as shown in Fig. 2 . This figure also shows that our approach leads to improved sharpness compared to the surfel-based ElasticFusion method [17] . This is due to denoising (c.f . Fig. 11 ) and meshing, which improves the appearance over individual splat rendering. In our experience, transitions between areas of different resolution do not cause triangulation issues (c.f . Fig. 13 (right) ).
Reconstructing thin objects. Another benefit of our method is its ability to reconstruct thin objects. This is possible Fig. 12 . Qualitative results for our method (top to bottom; M = million): fr1/desk [44] : 573 frames, 1.2M surfels, 2.4M triangles. R3 [46] : 2151 frames, 1.9M surfels, 3.7M triangles. fr2/desk [44] : 2893 frames, 1.3M surfels, 2.6M triangles. since it does not require surfaces to enclose a volume, and surfels with opposing normals do not interfere. Thin objects are very hard to reconstruct correctly with volumebased methods, as their space discretization must be able to represent the object and the camera pose must be accurate enough to retain its volume. We demonstrate this on the example of a flyer in Fig. 14. Impact of the input resolution. We downsample the input images to test the effect of using lower resolution input. The original image size is 640×480 and the downsampled sizes are 320×240 and 160×120. Since our outlier filtering (c.f . paragraph on depth image preprocessing) depends on the image resolution, we slightly adapt it for the lower resolutions: We do not remove image pixels which are within 2 pixels of a pixel without depth value. This helps avoid removing too much geometry next to depth discontinuities Photo [29] (interim) [29] Ours
Fig. 14. Thin object reconstruction. Top: front side, bottom: back side. While ours reconstructs both sides successfully, InfiniTAM [29] (using a voxel size of 1mm) deletes one side before reconstructing the other (see the interim step shown) and finally reconstructs a mixture of the texture of both sides. at lower resolutions. However, the gradient and radius calculation still require all neighbor pixels to be valid. Due to the resulting filtering, this leads us to remove more surface area at low resolutions compared to the full resolution. Fig. 15 shows a close-up view on how the mesh resolution, and thus the colors, change with the input resolution. As expected, using a lower input resolution leads to both a lower mesh resolution and a lower texture resolution. Fig. 16 shows the changes in mesh geometry on a larger scale. We note that the level of detail of the mesh degrades gracefully with the resolution of the RGB-D input images. However, lower resolution input leads to larger holes in the mesh, which we believe is partly due to the filtering when computing gradients and radii (mentioned above). Fig. 17 analyzes the performance of our approach on the dataset from Fig. 1 depending on the image size. We optimized our (re)meshing implementation, but did not optimize surfel reconstruction and denoising, which run in realtime for almost all frames using the original image resolu- Fig. 16 . From left to right: reconstruction with full, half, and quarter resolution input. The geometry becomes less detailed as the resolution of the input images decreases. The mesh also becomes smoother due to stronger averaging of the sensor noise in the downsampling step and due to the denoising affecting larger areas, as well as the fact that small pose errors matter less at lower resolution. Fig. 17 . Performance of (re)meshing (top of each plot pair) and surfel reconstruction (bottom of each plot pair) on the fr3/long office household dataset [44] , for full input size (top), half size (middle), and quarter size (bottom). The discontinuities in the surfel denoising performance are caused by re-activation of old surfels due to loop closures. These loop closures are also responsible for the increase in (re)meshing time by the end of the sequence. Please notice the different scales. Fig. 18 . Example of tiny holes (highlighted in red) in a close-up of the reconstruction of fr1/desk [44] which is also shown in Fig. 12 . The holes are created since the reconstructed surfels are too noisy for meshing in these areas. While they are usually tiny, they can be quite noticeable if the mesh is rendered without anti-aliasing.
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tion of 640×480. Due to the strong smoothing during loop closures, they cause short disruptions. For example, handling a loop closure for 3.1 million surfels takes ca. 680ms. Since loop closures are disruptive events in any case, we did not perceive this as an issue. In addition, the number of smoothing iterations could be reduced for higher speed. On average, remeshing deletes 6% of the scene's triangles per iteration, and the average time per iteration is 212ms.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
We presented the first surfel-based approach for live mesh reconstruction from RGB-D video. Compared to surfel reconstruction only, our approach creates a triangle mesh, which is useful for many applications. Compared to volumetric methods, ours in particular handles loop closures with little effort, reconstructs high-resolution colors due to its ability to adapt the resolution of the 3D mesh to the input, and can reconstruct thin objects. The approach can therefore provide a dense surface representation during SLAM. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first method providing all these advantages while enabling online 3D reconstruction.
The proposed approach also comes with some limitations. The Marching Cubes algorithm used by voxel-based methods creates manifold meshes. In contrast, our meshes are not guaranteed to be manifold. As shown in Fig. 18 , our meshes can also contain holes if the smoothing is insufficient. Future work could aim to resolve this by using temporary volumes for meshing, similar to [41] , which might however also remove the ability to reconstruct thin objects. However, as our evaluations show, non-manifoldness does not occur often. In addition, improvements to depth cameras would also be expected to lead to less smoothing and filtering requirements, and thus less holes.
Finally, for loop closures inducing large deformations, the approach we adopted [17] may rip apart surfaces. In particular, if a surface is observed for a longer time, close-by surfels may be assigned to unrelated deformation nodes. We believe that replacing the node assignment with a similar method from [34] , which takes into account which nodes have been observed together, may help mitigating this.
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